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HARD SHELL

ROOF TOP TENT



Moby Mountain is a Danish company with a clear mission
to make going on adventures much easier.

With a tent on the roof of your car, it need not be difficult to add a little magic 
to everyday life.

At Moby Mountain, good service is at the heart of everything we do, and we 
will go a long way if it means our customers are happy.

The dream of freedom starts at 
Moby Mountain.

CLICK TO SEE 

AT WWW.MOBYMOUNTAIN.COM

VIDEO

https://mobymountain.com/en/
https://mobymountain.com/en/


Our hybrid hard shell 
roof top tents are an 
ideal combination of 
a small hard shell box 
with a large sleeping 
area

PLENTY OF SPACE
Our large roof tents 
comfortably sleeps the 
whole family of up to 4 
people in the XXL version, 
and 2-3 in the XL version.

HYBRID HARD SHELL
A practical, streamlined 
hard shell box, which, unlike 
other roof tents, fits easily 
inside your car’s roof area.

OPENS FAST
The tent is super quick to 
open in just a minute, and it 
takes only two minutes to 
close it.





Get ready for spontaneous adventures



Better fuel economy and less wind resistance with 
our streamlined, ultra-low-profile hard shell boxes





A Moby Mountain roof top tent on the car means 
you are always ready for a great adventure



You’re just a minute away from all the wonder of nature



It even fits on your hybrid or electric car



Rediscover the beauty of nature



The ultimate 
hybrid rooftop tent
 

Our hybrid rooftop tents 
combines all the good 
qualities of other rooftop 
tents in one. 

Here you get a setup fast 
as lightning, where the tent 
folds out over the side of 
the car, so you can enjoy a 
much larger sleeping area 
than in other rooftop tents. 
 
Take a break from everyday 
life and enjoy the wonderful 
outdoor life.  

Find the perfect rooftop 
tent for your next 

adventure at here.

https://mobymountain.com/en/rooftop-tent/


Click to explore 
PEAK XL
3-person roof top tent

https://mobymountain.com/en/product/peak-xl-3-persons-rooftop-tent/




Take a break from your daily routine and enjoy the ultimate freedom in the great outdoors





Click to explore 
PEAK XXL
4-person roof top tent

https://mobymountain.com/en/product/peak-xxl-4-persons-rooftop-tent/




Fall asleep with a panoramic view of the stars, or a glorious lake in the woods, or to the waves of the sea





Click to explore our 
ACCESSORIES

https://mobymountain.com/en/accessories/




Contact Moby Mountain at

+45 7210 0034 

or by e-mail 

welcome@mobymountain.com

Explore at

www.mobymountain.com

Olaf Ryes Gade 7v
DK-6000 Kolding
Denmark
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